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Abstract 

This study attempts to propose a viable collective transportation concept that yields the most 
sustainable and inclusive outcomes. The connected autonomous shared electric vehicle (CASE) 
has been proposed as a future enabler of collective mobility that emphasizes sharing vehicles 
among numerous passengers and endorses multi-modal usage with public transportation serving 
as the backbone of urban transportation. The exploratory processes take place in three stages of 
scanning driving forces, identifying critical uncertainties with bibliometric analysis, developing 
plausible scenarios with cross-impact analysis, and identifying robust strategies with spatial 
analysis. Cross-impact analysis and bibliometric analysis were synergized to create four-quadrant 
scenarios. The categories of mobility solutions and governance approaches are critical 
uncertainties drawn from bibliometric analysis. The data was derived from the Scopus database's 
metadata, which was searched for research keywords relating to autonomous mobility, urban 
planning, and policy. These quadrants scenarios examine plausible scenarios at the general level, 
highlighting the challenges in making engagement from a varied variety of stakeholders on a 
national, regional, and local scale for emerging integrated multimodal mobility systems. The 
discussion on urbanization problems of mega-urban regions in SEA context captures additional 
challenges from an extra layer of informal transit mode and gated communities compared to the 
Global North context. The synergic between quadrant scenarios and path dependency of 
urbanization sheds light on long-term strategies planning requirements in response to different 
autonomous mobility deployments. Indeed, anticipatory governance will be necessary as a result 
of the necessity for public democratic debate. Particular attention is given to the multi-level 
governance in participatory planning that can be used to construct comprehensive urban-regional 
planning. Initially, this research proposes scenario-based robust strategies underlying the idea of 
minimizing the maximum regret covering public rights-of-way, incentive zoning, and taxation 
strategies. 
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1. Introduction 

The widespread introduction of autonomous vehicle (AVs) and their impact in stimulating 
individual car dependency can be witnessed among recent urban mobility literature within the 
last decade. Some scholars envision the combination of AVs and collective transport as 
opportunities in sharing economy. The sharing concept is much anticipated to mitigate the 
negative impact of private AVs ownership. Various scholars point Shared Autonomous Vehicles 
(SAVs) are more suitable for AVs ownership due to price and cost dimensions. However, the 
interchangeable SAVs implications on ride-hailing and ride-sharing are important to distinguish 
these terms explicitly. This research aims to introduce a concrete concept of the connected 
autonomous shared electric vehicle (CASE) as an enabler of the future collective mobility. CASE 
prioritizes ride-sharing and promotes multi-modal share with public transportation as the 
backbone, which consists of various mobility modes, including Private autonomous vehicles 
(PAVs), Connected vehicles (CVs), Shared AVs (SAVs), and Electrification vehicles (EVs). The 
combination of CASE mobility solution and mobility as a service (MaaS) mobility service offers 
an individual tailoring service to commuters, which eventually persuades a commuter to use 
alternative transportation modes rather than an individual ride (Coppola & Esztergár-Kiss, 2019) 

Certainty, the urban visions are essential to shape the transition to the uptake of CASE. 
Nonetheless, the dependence how current urban geography, spatial setting, will influence the 
governance of CASE deployment have received minimal attention from previous scholars in 
autonomous mobility. The understanding of specific urban practices trajectories is important in 
decision-making for the early adoption stage. The reconsideration of the geography of 
urbanization and urban mobility system aim to shed light on how each city is likely to uptake 
CASE deployment that best fits their needs and values (Grush & Niles, 2018a) 

However, the research on shared-autonomous urban mobility concept and AVs deployment are 
notable geographical imbalance upon contexts of the Global North (Thomopoulos et al., 2021). 
The diffusion concept of shared autonomous mobility and divergent of short-term technologies 
changes and long-term planning are critical for technologies adopters to prepare high-cost new 
infrastructures that incorporate with emerging technologies. 

Meanwhile, most of the capital cities in Southeast Asia are well recognized for their world-ranking 
traffic congestion problems. These research gaps indicate the need for new related research to 
mitigate an insufficient theoretical contribution. Therefore, this research intends to serve as the 
stage zero study in the long-term implication of CASE in the context of the Southeast Asia mega-
urban region. Bangkok (BKK) and Ho Chi Minh City (HCM) have been selected due to their urban 
dynamics, diverse traffic types, and reputation on traffic congestion. The main research questions 
are the following: 1) What are plausible scenarios for the development of CASE? 2) How path 
dependence of urbanization and government capacity influence on the plausible scenarios? And 
3) How CASE should be governed to promote a collective transport system? 

2. The Divergent of SAVs Prophecies 

The widespread introduction of AVs and their impact in stimulating individual car dependency 
can be witnessed among recent urban mobility literature within the last decade. The vehicle with 
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an entirely driving automation feature will remove a driving burden and enable passengers to 
spend travel time to their free choice, both working or leisure. Self-driving car technologies can 
make longer-distant traveling more attractive. Households are more flexible to live even farther 
from the city center, where housing is more affordable. The reduction of travel time value could 
lead to a greater urban sprawl pattern and fuel the social-economic gap in different zoning (Wellik 
& Kockelman, 2020; Zhong et al., 2020).  

The blooming ride-hailing service has become the major transportation disruption in the last 
decade and reflected the mobility-on-demand trend. The mobility on demand follows the user-
centric approach, which offers individuals varying transportation modes to complete door-to-
door trips through a digital platform including ride-hailing taxis and ride-sharing shuttles. These 
features become more important in the matter of deployment between an individual or collective 
forms of mobility than the ownership type (Mitchell et al., 2016).  

The wave of digital transformation has changed transportation services dramatically, followed by 
a broad discussion on mobility as a service concept (MaaS). MaaS can be defined as a mobility 
service through a digital platform that delivers integrated travel solutions and the collection of 
multiple transport service offers (Jittrapirom et al., 2017). The automated vehicles technologies 
accelerate the growth of MaaS to become a common mobility plan due to their reliable 
transportation options offer cheaper transportation options than traditional services with a driver 
(Adler et al., 2019; Moreno et al., 2018). 

Some scholars envision the combination of AVs and collective transport as opportunities in 
sharing economy (Adler et al., 2019; Grush & Niles, 2018c; Krueger et al., 2016; Mouratidis et al., 
2021; Stead & Vaddadi, 2019; Tsigdinos et al., 2021). The sharing concept is much anticipated to 
mitigate the negative impact of private AVs ownership. Various scholars point Shared 
Autonomous Vehicles (SAVs) are more suitable for AVs ownership due to price and cost 
dimensions (Adler et al., 2019; Hörl et al., 2016; Mohammadzadeh, 2021). AVs will require 
additional high-technology components, especially high-quality censors. Therefore, AVs will be 
more expensive than conventional cars. The higher miles usage in shared-vehicle will reach the 
pay-off point faster than individual-owned cars. Secondly, the mobility on-demand service with 
automation technologies will decrease the operation cost, such as the driver cost. This is in line 
with Daziano et al. (2017) results, which adopted the stated preference survey to investigate how 
much consumers are willing to use automation mobility. The results show heterogeneity in the 
commodity ownership valuation in different socioeconomic response groups. The explicit 
heterogeneous price sensitivity highlights a substantial number of consumers that not willing to 
pay extra cost to own a self-driving vehicle. 

Moreno et al. (2018) highlights the importance of distinguishing SAVs terms explicitly. At the 
time of writing, the discussion on Shared Autonomous Vehicles (SAVs) is referred to both ride-
hailing and ride-sharing services interchangeably. These two services offer different kinds of 
services, which will have divergence path dependence on social, economic, and environment. 
Ride-sharing service serves multiple riders that share a single-vehicle. The service may make 
multiple picks up and drop off for passengers along a route. Ride-sharing is likely to reduce the 
number of cars on the road to serve the same travel demand. In contrast, ride-hailing is a mobility 
service without car sharing among multiple riders. 
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Regardless of concrete distinguishing between ride-sharing and ride-hailing, the deployment of 
SAVs is facing a question in travel and traffic reduction, which may increase travel demand due 
to travel convenience. In SAVs deployment, mobility on demand can serve multiple trips in fewer 
vehicles and require lesser parking spaces. The ghost trip or the trip with zero-passenger will occur 
to get the next passenger or AVs self-park in less-expensive areas. These assumptions expect 
vehicle-miles traveled (VMT) to increase after full automation deployment (Fagnant & 
Kockelman, 2015). Meanwhile, the VMT reduction mission is important to reduce gas emission, 
local economic boost, and place-making. Moreover, the AVs technologies deployment in fleet 
operation could disrupt public transportation by offering a great supply of door-to-door service, 
which is more comfortable and flexible.  

To this end, the diffusion of SAVs on urban mobility is critical to the sustainability transition. 
SAVs can only help achieve the private ownership reduction targets, the ignorance of mass public 
transport usage and ride-sharing orientation may worsen a situation. Hence, the adoption of SAVs 
should concern multi-modal share mobility schematic, in which public transportation is 
prioritized as the backbone of urban mobility (Papa & Ferreira, 2018; Stead & Vaddadi, 2019). 
The concept of connected autonomous shared electric vehicle (CASE) focus on a shared 
autonomous vehicle deployment model that connected AVs features can be compatible with 
multi-modal transportation. The idea of first and last-mile transportation provided by CASE fleets 
could enhance mass uptake of public transportation in areas outside accessible to public transit 
nodes. The combination of CASE and MaaS offers an individual commuting tailored service on 
one digital platform (Coppola & Silvestri, 2019), which its convenience  persuades a commuter to 
use alternative transportation modes rather than an individual ride. 

3. Methodology  

The objective of future studies is to explore different conditions for taking robust action in 
decision-making (Alizadeh et al., 2016; Hallegatte, 2009; Lempert & Schlesinger, 2000; van Vliet 
& Kok, 2015). Scenarios are a result of an intuitive estimate projection of how trends could 
influence the occurrence of an event (Helmer, 1977). Scenario’s building method illustrates a 
collection of hypothetical circumstances based on a series of acts that are resistant to uncertainty 
factors. This study takes an exploratory approach to examine plausible scenarios. After 
determining an initial set of scenarios, developing robust strategies that are adaptive and effective 
over a range of possible circumstances is important for decision-making. 

This study examined plausible scenarios of automated mobilities at the generic level, then 
identified robust strategies in promoting CASE adoption at BKK and HCM city place-specific 
level. Regarding uncertainty futures, the scenario building inevitably requires extensive fuzziness 
data. Combining the scenario technique with the trends’ reviewing technique is essential to funnel 
driving forces and uncertainties. This research proposes a mixed-methods, taking place in three 
stages of scanning driving forces, identifying critical uncertainties, developing plausible 
scenarios, and identifying robust strategies.  

The first study stage adopted the bibliometric analysis to scan driving forces, then identifies 
critical AVs adoption uncertainties through a range of research trends based on publications' 
metadata. The data is derived from the Scopus database using keywords and synonyms related to 
AVs, then filtered contents relevant to urban and policy dimensions. The bibliometric analysis 
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performed the network clustering technique in VOSviewer software. The characteristic of two 
prominent clusters is used to determine the critical uncertainty axis. Second, the cross-impact 
analysis illustrates four-scenario matrix using two critical uncertainties results from the 
bibliometric analysis. Each scenario of four-quadrant contains a set of narratives, which explain 
their distinctive story. Third, spatial analyses at the place-specific level of BKK and HCM were 
performed to find robust strategies as an optimum solution in governing CASE deployment. The 
proposed strategies should be adaptable and effective to different plausible scenarios. Spatial 
analyses consist of transit node accessibility analysis and street network capacity analysis, 
employing a GIS software of ArcGIS and RStudio. 

4. Results 

4.1 Bibliometric Analysis: Driving Forces and Critical Uncertainties 

Keyword co-occurrence under bibliometric analysis is a useful technique for assessing research 
trends and exploring the cognitive structure of these study areas (Tripathi et al., 2018). This study 
focused on author's keywords as the input variable. Network clustering methods were used in the 
investigation. The cluster mapping represents the co-occurrence keyword network's nodes and 
edges. Edges represent the relationship strength of a keyword node pair based on the number of 
publications in which both keywords occur together. The cluster of nodes and lines indicates a 
group of unobserved latent variables. 

The search was done in March 2022 and returned a total of 50,142 academic publications. The 
next step was to conduct a screening procedure to filter contents relevant to urban and policy 
dimensions. The result of 193 co-occurrences keywords that passed the screening process from 
2,721 publications. Figure 1 can be considered a simplified atlas of AVs development and urban 
dynamics, in which visualize how subdomains are also formed the relative relations among 
subdomains. The mapping shows two distinctive cluster of a mobility solution-related topic, and 
the polarization of governance topic. The first cluster captured the battle between private 
motorized transport versus collective transport and its societal impact. The second cluster 
captured friction between the public and private sectors as seen in a clumped dispersion pattern 
of governance versus technology-related keywords.  The cluster names are determined after the 
latent variables of prominent keyword nodes.  

The discussions for each cluster are provided below to understand the relationship between the 
keywords and their scientific impact. This study considers both the relationship of co-occurrence 
keywords as well as the impact of occurrence keywords themselves. The cluster of nodes and lines 
indicates a group of unobserved latent variables. Each cluster could capture theme or areas of 
interests (Nadzar et al., 2019). Moreover, the average normalized number of citations values were 
taken into account to consider the keyword impact. This keyword citation values were 
standardized with publication year to avoid publication’s age bias (Tanudjaja & Kow, 2018). 
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Figure 1 The cluster mapping of author’s keyword in co-occurrence analysis 

4.1.1 Cluster 1: Mobility Solutions 

The main-level cluster A on the left side consists of 83 co-occurrences keywords. The discussion 
on shared mobility has caught the research interest as expected, as seen in the central nodes of 
the cluster. The agglomeration pattern of this cluster indicates two different patterns of a large 
densely clustered in the middle and a scattered pattern of small keyword groups. The comparing 
top 20 most occurrences words and greatest average normalized citation were listed in Table 1. 
Keywords in this cluster mainly concern on different autonomous mobility deployment. The 
“Shared Autonomous Vehicles” keyword is the most occurrences word in this cluster. The 
prominent node group represents a mobility solution-related issue as seen in following top rank 
occurrences keywords such as “public transport”, “mobility as a service”, and “shared mobility”. 
The keyword of “deep deterministic policy gradient” is the greatest keyword of average normalized 
citation with the value of 3.42 with a small value of occurrences of 6. Meanwhile, the minor rank 
of sharing has a thesaurus related to the top occurrence of “Shared Autonomous Vehicles”. Three 
keywords of “pedestrian”, “collision avoidance”, and “accessibility” appear as the top 20 of both 
categories. This pattern captured research trends in the impact of different AVs deployment 
models and urban dynamics. The booming research interest on the battle between private 
motorized transport versus collective transport and its societal impact reflects a tremendous 
uncertainty in urban mobility, which will remain unknowable until years after commercialization. 
Therefore, the first critical uncertainty is determined by the categories of mobility solutions. 
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Table 1 Comparing top 20 most occurrences words and greatest average normalized citation in 
the cluster 1 

Rank Keyword Occurrences Keyword 
Avg. 

Norm. 
Citations 

1 Shared automated vehicles 88 Deep deterministic policy 
gradient 

3.42 

2 Public transport 56 Sharing 3.11 
3 Mobility as a service 51 String stability 3.06 
4 Shared mobility 50 Dynamic vehicle routing 2.71 
5 Safety 46 Land use 2.65 
6 Transportation 33 Dynamic ride-sharing 2.59 
7 Car sharing 32 Human machine interface 2.58 
8 Mobility 28 Barriers 2.46 
9 Acceptance 26 Value of time 2.33 
10 Pedestrian 23 Willingness to pay 2.30 
11 Trust 23 Energy consumption 2.23 
12 Sustainability 22 Collision avoidance 2.16 
13 Accessibility 20 Built environment 2.01 
14 Transportation policy 19 Pedestrian 2.00 
15 Collision avoidance 18 Mode choice 1.87 
16 Road safety 18 Accessibility 1.85 
17 Ride-sharing 18 Attitudes 1.79 
18 Sustainable mobility 18 Ride-hailing 1.78 
19 Stated preference survey 17 Value of travel time 1.77 
20 Urban mobility 17 Technology adoption 1.74 

 

4.1.1 Cluster 2: Governance Approaches 

The second cluster in blue-tone color consists of 110 co-occurrences keywords. Keywords are 
aggregated in clumped dispersion pattern of research interests in governance-related keywords 
and technology-related keywords. In Table 2, the “Agent-based simulation” keyword appears as 
the largest nodes and most occurrence keyword. In addition, the keywords related to simulation 
modelling study appear in the middle of the cluster mapping between the polarization of a group 
of governance related keywords and a group of technology related keywords. The first cluster 
group of technology related keywords indicate a clear meaning that are associated with technology 
development and intelligent algorithms topics. Two keywords of “computer vision” and “artificial 
intelligence” appear as the top 20 of both categories.  

Despite intelligent AV algorithms, the keyword of “urban form” is ranked as the highest value of 
average normalized citation. Since the implementation of autonomous mobility has explicitly 
spatial consequences.  

This cluster depicts the significance of connection concerns across a wide range of study 
disciplines. For instance, connected vehicles require a whole new supporting technology 
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infrastructure as part of a transport network in high-speed mobilizing vast amounts of data 
received and processed. Whereas, connected car development poses a threat in data-security risks 
issues, which is why pressure on government actions in a timely manner is increasing to create 
new infrastructures and establish appropriate standards for communication.  

Unsurprisingly, the keyword "smart cities" also shows as the top frequently used keyword with its 
location in the middle of the map, which is also close to the mobility solutions cluster.  Indeed, 
this concept bridges technological and innovative governance disciplines to enable cities to 
confront urbanization challenges. "Transport policy," "urban planning," "urban form," and "built 
environment" are some of the keywords associated with spatial governmental instruments that 
emerge in the literature. The relevance of spatial planning strategies needs multidisciplinary 
competence, particularly in engineering and social sciences. In general, this group is concerned 
with policy instruments and governance issues. 

Although, the current AVs adoption and their impacts predictions vary wildly. The development 
of AVs remains persistently state of the art from test areas to streets. In parallel, the challenges 
are how responsible governments at all levels acknowledge their extent, which is complex and 
widely impacts social issues. How each city uptake the AVs and its consequence will be up to the 
government to sort out policy pathways and at what timing. Therefore, the polarization of 
governance approach is selected as the second critical uncertainty to explore different policy 
pathways, which cover private-led versus public-led approaches.  

Table 2 Comparing top 20 most occurrences words and greatest average normalized citation in 
the cluster 2 

Rank Keyword Occurrences Keyword 
Avg. 

Norm. 
Citations 

1 Agent-based simulation 103 Urban form 7.70 
2 Simulation 72 Semantic segmentation 6.95 
3 Intelligent transport 

systems 
70 Market penetration 5.01 

4 Deep learning 66 Virtual reality 3.53 
5 Reinforcement learning 66 Autonomous taxi 3.42 
6 Machine learning 43 Control 3.35 
7 Smart city 41 Vehicle automation 3.25 
8 Mixed traffic 33 Survey 2.98 
9 Decision making 32 Congestion 2.76 
10 Intersection management 32 Robotics 2.56 
11 Artificial intelligence 28 Computer vision 2.56 
12 Internet of things 28 Artificial intelligence 2.49 
13 Adaptive cruise control 23 Blockchain 2.46 
14 Path planning 22 Trajectory 2.36 
15 Traffic control 22 Algorithm 2.29 
16 Optimization 22 Review 2.26 
17 Motion planning 21 Neural network 1.96 
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18 Computer vision 18 Matsim 1.81 
19 Urban planning 18 Security 1.81 
20 Neural network 17 Privacy 1.77 

 

 

4.2 Cross-Impact Analysis: Quadrants of Plausible Scenarios in Generic Level 

In the second stage, the scenarios are based on the keywords co-occurrence in bibliometric 
analysis. The characteristic of two prominent clusters is used to determine the critical uncertainty 
axis. The first axis is the categories of mobility solutions. This axis covers integrated versus 
fragmented mobility solutions. The integrated model represents an integration of mobility 
solutions among providers as a multi-modal journey. The fragmented model represents an 
individualized mobility solution. The characteristic of two prominent clusters is used to determine 
the critical uncertainty axis. The first axis is the categories of mobility solutions. This axis covers 
integrated versus fragmented mobility solutions. The integrated model represents an integration 
of mobility solutions among providers as a multi-modal journey. The fragmented model 
represents an individualized mobility solution. Four-scenarios matrix was plotted from the axes 
of the categories of mobility solutions and the polarization of governance approaches, covering 
“Everyman for Himself”, “Affordable Treats”, “AVs-Public Transport Hegemony”, and “Multi-
Modal Prosperity” scenario (Figure 2). As discussed in the paragraph below, each quadrant 
represents a different plausible scenario. 

  

Figure 2 Quadrants of plausible scenarios for the development of AVs 
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First, the combination of a non-government governance approach and fragmented mobility 
systems on the bottom left quadrant. This scenario assumes that governments stay idle or ignore 
growing technological trends. The great infrastructure requirement does not take place to catch 
up with new mobility technologies.  The mobility capacity will be failed to meet the inhabitants' 
travel demand, such as highway congestion and inadequate taxi service. This scenario assumes 
that the current trends of car dependency will remain largely unchanged. Every man for himself 
attitude leads to tautologies of the car dependency cycle, which prioritizes private cars and some 
AVs and EVs adoption. Commuters potentially become car-dependent and willing to travel long 
distances while they can spend time with higher utility value. Many households might choose to 
live in more remote areas due to reducing travel time’s value where housing is more affordable. 
The exclusive deployment scenario could lead to a greater urban sprawl pattern and fuel the 
social-economic gap in different zoning. The future of mobility in urban cities is under the 
pressure of the mass uptake in PAVs. The net effect will increase total VMT (Anderson et al., 
2016). The increased VMT in the car-dependence approach contrasts with the global gas 
emissions reduction. 

In the second scenario on the bottom-right, the government interventions also remain absent. 
Regarding the wave of digital transformation, ride-hailing services with a shared economy 
concept became the major transportation disruption in the last decade. However, the integration 
of mobility solutions has remained constraint to established interoperability and shared value 
between private companies and transport authorities. Since the mobility services by private 
providers usually have a clear focus on market orientation. In contrast, the latter of public 
transportation depends on public subsidy, represents social welfare, and less profitable 
orientation. In this scenario, shared mobility service becomes the predominant transportation 
solution, which will be operated as private property. Shared vehicles in fleet mobility services are 
expected to be more affordable, convenient, and attractive to a mass of users. MaaS service itself 
is only a platform with commercially viable, which plays a role as an aggregator of multiple offers 
from transport service providers rather than its role in interconnecting multi-modal journeys. 
MaaS providers will invest in technology and IT solutions more essential and not in charge of 
infrastructure improvement. Without planning policy, the shared mobility-on-demand service 
could only flourish within dense urban areas with sufficient travel demand. For suburban areas 
with poor street networks, distance-based dynamic pricing strategy in mobility on demand will be 
the key factor in determining the cost of the trips and, eventually, the impact on willingness-to-
pay for SAVs. This scenario tends to fail on mitigating urban sprawling problems. In a city with 
inadequate public transit systems, a demand on private ownership may be reduced, but little life 
luxuries and convenience like on-demand mobility services will be remained to make life worth 
living regardless of suffering from poor public transport services. 

The third scenario quadrant results from the combination of the government intervention and the 
fragmented mobility systems. The division between private and public transport would remain 
strong. In this scenario, governments play the role of a single player in promoting CASE. 
Governments play functions as a single leading player in promoting CASE covering supportive 
policies implementation, advanced infrastructure development, and service provider. The advent 
of automation vehicles disrupts how states govern urban transportation. The predominant 
mobility service will be operated and owned by public authorities. The transformation of public 
transportation from massive fleets of transit vehicles with fixed schedules to micro transit fleet 
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using automation vehicle, wandering along limited routes with flexible schedules time table as an 
autonomous shuttle bus (Grush & Niles, 2018b). The AVs shuttle bus is demand-driven shuttles 
designed to close the first and last-mile gaps between home and the following public transport 
stop. However, most local and regional governments do not have enough authority capacity and 
budget to operate significant investments. The challenges remain as a gap widening by the 
different institutional structures. Large public investments without public-private partnerships 
are likely to stifle innovation due to complex institutional hierarchies, multi-layer formal rules, 
and lack of economic orientation (Sørensen & Torfing, 2012). Thus, this concept requires the 
decentralized governance approach to allow local and regional governments to acquire authority 
and financially to directly invest and incorporate among different agencies such local planning 
and local transportation agencies in planning, building, operating, and maintaining. Nonetheless, 
this approach is inconsistent with the fundamental of an open market and democratic society. 

Lastly, the scenario on the upper right represents a combination of a government intervention 
with integrated mobility systems. Governments play an active role in promoting AVs' uptake 
through supportive policies, advance infrastructure development, and initial in setting up public-
private partnerships. The government interventions in land use planning are similar to the third 
scenario. The importance is to balance policy tools adoption for social equity promotion and 
maintain profit-orientation management. Mobility services by private providers will be 
assimilated to integrated mobility systems, which can alleviate government risks and burdens in 
delivering mobility services. Private actors play a role in delivering innovative mobility solutions 
for public services. This approach allows the competitive on fleet operations with a transparent 
public performance goal (Grush & Niles, 2018b). In this scenario, the CASE model refers to multi-
modal shared mobility. Public transport is prioritized as the backbone of urban mobility (Papa & 
Ferreira, 2018; Stead & Vaddadi, 2019). The shared automation mobility supports first or last-
mile transportation, which could enhance mass uptake of public transit in areas outside accessible 
areas to public transit nodes. Moreover, the integration with micro-mobility modes may positively 
promote more localized and healthy lifestyles from walking, cycling, and using a scooter (Marsden 
& Reardon, 2021). The personalized mobility configuration can carry out through the MaaS 
platform with seamless coordination among different public and private mobility service 
providers. 

 

4.3 Spatial Analysis: Robust Strategies in SEA context 

Identifying a robust strategies process is important to develop a decision-making framework that 
is adaptable and effective to different plausible scenarios (Alizadeh et al., 2016; Grush & Niles, 
2018a; Hallegatte, 2009). The cities with underdeveloped infrastructures are challenged to 
prepare high-cost new infrastructures that incorporate the advancements of emerging vehicle 
technologies during the initial stage of introducing AVs. Indeed, the capital cities of Southeast 
Asian countries are confronting a long period of urban problems in traffic congestion and 
inadequate public transportation. Bangkok and Ho Chi Minh have been selected as a case study 
as the Southeast Asia mega-urban regions and prospects mega-urban regions by the Population 
Division of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. The 
study areas cover metropolitan areas to capture the growth of mega-urban regions and the extent 
of the city's commuting zone, composed of the urban areas and its surrounding areas.  
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4.3.1 A Review of Driving Forces from Current Urbanization Pattern 

Bangkok has a lack of street network hierarchy and geographically skewed movement flow as 
showed in Figure 3. The synergic result on the transit node accessibility and streets' network 
structural analysis in Bangkok addresses inherent problems of weak transportation networks that 
would be highly likely to fuel the exclusiveness of future mobility. The rapid growth of Bangkok 
urban development is facing urban sprawl problems from an urban superblock morphology and 
ribbon development orientation. Regarding the streets' network structural analysis, the path with 
high betweenness centrality value represents a likelihood of busy path movement. Although, the 
result shows the geographically skew as an urban superblock pattern of the street network. 
Highways and arterial roads frame a gigantic grid. The urban core areas have more accessibility 
to various transit nodes with different transit modes. However, many railway tracks run parallel 
to a road in which the rails are embedded in the existing roadway. Thus, different transport modes 
on parallel routes become competitors to attract passengers as a preferable route choice (Pujinda 
& Yupho, 2017). This is critical to promote mass transit railway as the backbone structure of an 
integrated mobility system. Moreover, the connectivity within the district remains questionable. 
After decades of rapid urbanization, the growth of middle classes is more likely to move to 
suburbs, as a result, the number of gated communities is rising strongly. The expansion of gated 
communities hinders the city and society by limiting public access. The spatial pattern of gated 
communities can be seen on dead-end or tortuous local streets. The idea of privatization fuels 
difficulties finding optimization of spatial structure and promoting collective autonomous 
transportation approaches. People who live inside an urban superblock struggle to connect with 
the main street, so they are forced to use a private car or informal mobility services. The quality 
and the safety level of informal mobility services remain substandard services. Meanwhile, the 
cost of commuting is higher than a formal bus cost (Ratanawaraha & Chalermpong, 2016).  
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Figure 3 The Summarize of Spatial Analyses of Accessibility Cluster  
and Street Networks in Bangkok 

 

Ho Chi Minh has a well-connected street network, good density in urban areas with a smaller 
metropolitan size (Figure 4). A pattern of high-density street networks and fine-grained urban 
fabric in urban cores may be associated with the European-style block planning from the colonial 
periods (Yue et al., 2021). The accessibility analysis to transit nodes shows the outstanding bus 
service accessibility. There are over a hundred bus routes with highly frequent schedules. 
However, the destined routes are not the most direct route. The regional train station represents 
the regional connection. By far, personal motorbikes are the current primary transportation mode 
in Ho Chi Minh because they are more affordable and have lower operating costs than personal 
cars. Ho Chi Minh has the largest share of motorcycles nationwide, with 15% in 2010 and 
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continuously increasing (Huu & Ngoc, 2021). The result of the street networks pattern also reveals 
the consistent between motorbikes mode with the urban morphology. The fine-grain street 
pattern can create a better flow movement pattern during traffic congestion. By far, personal 
motorbikes are the current primary transportation mode in Ho Chi Minh because they are more 
affordable and have lower operating costs than personal cars. Ho Chi Minh has the largest share 
of motorcycles nationwide, with 15% in 2010 and continuously increasing (Huu & Ngoc, 2021). 
The result of the street networks pattern also reveals the consistent between motorbikes mode 
with the urban morphology. The fine-grain street pattern can create a better flow movement 
pattern. 

 

 

Figure 4 The Summarize of Spatial Analyses of Accessibility Cluster  
and Street Networks in Ho Chi Minh City 
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4.3.2 Proposed Strategies to Ensure a Robust Performance of CASE 

The discussion on urbanization problems of mega-urban regions in SEA context captures 
additional challenges from an extra layer of informal transit mode and gated communities 
compared to the Global North context, in which the number of research is limited as well as a lack 
of richness of data that are important in decision making for the early adoption stage. The synergic 
between quadrant scenarios and path dependency of urbanization sheds light on long-term 
strategies planning requirements in response to different autonomous mobility deployments. 
Indeed, the disruption by AVs will be on various dimensions of social, economic, and 
environmental.  

These inherent problems would be highly following the exclusiveness scenarios that could fuel 
ignorance of CASE adoption. Indeed, the reaction of anticipatory governance will be unavoidable 
due to the need for public democratic discussion. The intensity level of government intervention 
remains a matter in balancing the degree of freedom in markets and ensuring public interests. 
This research recommends participatory planning to develop comprehensive urban-regional 
planning considering multi-level governments of local and regional levels in the metropolis and 
neighboring cities, private sectors, and communities. The proposed robust strategies involve 
building seamlessness user experience, encouraging the attractiveness of public transportation, 
and enhancing social acceptance of autonomous ride-sharing and multi-modal transportation, 
underlying the idea of minimizing the maximum regret covering public rights-of-way, incentive 
zoning, and taxation strategies. 

5. Conclusion 

The main purpose of this research is to explore different policy pathways in the long-term 
implication of CASE in the SEA mega-urban region. This research proposes the mix methods to 
synergize multiple scenario buildings stages and find robust strategies in CASE deployment. The 
exploratory processes take place in three stages scanning driving forces and identifying critical 
uncertainties with bibliometric analysis, developing plausible scenarios with cross-impact 
analysis, and identifying robust strategies with spatial analysis. 

The quadrant scenarios are based on critical uncertainties derived from quantitative text mining 
in bibliometric analysis. The first axis is the categories of mobility solutions. This axis covers 
integrated versus fragmented mobility solutions. The second axis is governance approaches. This 
axis covers the government intervention versus the non-intervention approach. Then, plotting 
two perpendicular axes produces four quadrants, covering everyman for himself scenario, 
affordable treats scenario, AVs-public transport hegemony scenario, and multi-modal prosperity 
scenario. Overall, government and political commitment are important to ensure public benefits 
from the early adoption. 

The reconsideration of the current urbanization and urban mobility system in spatial analyses 
highlights a long path dependence of the absence of government intervention, weak 
transportation network, and lack of accessibility to public transportation. These inherent 
problems of weak transportation networks would be highly likely to follow the exclusiveness 
scenarios that could fuel ignorance of CASE adoption and continue the high penetration rate of 
private transport. The discussion on urbanization problems of mega-urban regions in the SEA 
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context captures additional challenges from an extra layer of informal transit mode and gated 
communities compared to the Global North context. Both cities highlight the importance of feeder 
mobility improvement and completing the transportation network standard. 

The reaction of anticipatory governance will be unavoidable due to the need for public democratic 
discussion. This research recommends participatory planning to develop comprehensive urban-
regional planning considering multi-level governments of local and regional levels in the 
metropolis and neighboring cities, private sectors, and communities. Initially, this research 
proposes scenario-based robust strategies underlying the idea of minimizing the maximum regret 
covering public rights-of-way, incentive zoning, and taxation strategies. Further research may 
consider combining individual-level data and simulation modeling to forecast the most robust 
decision-making following the quadrant scenarios framework. The individuals' level's primary 
data, such as the stated adaptation survey, is important to understand travel behavior and social 
acceptance towards different autonomous mobility deployments. 
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